CPTV has followed the 2020 promise of "Resourceful" by highlighting projects supported by Sustainable CT that promote sustainable and equitable communities. From youth summer programs focused on constructing new hiking trails, to an ambitious rural project highlighting Black leaders across Connecticut, this program showcases how local leaders can band together to address specific needs and create innovative solutions to ensure a healthy future.

The newest episode of "Resourceful" aired September 20, on CP TV. It is now available on-demand on our website, as well as on Facebook, YouTube, and on the free Connecticut Public mobile app. You can also find us in the Apple News, Bloomberg, and the apps like resourceful and check it out.

"Arrested Mobility" Will Move You into the 21st Century Connecticut Regional Council of Governments and HEROES leader Charles T. Brown by his prescription for "Arrested Mobility: Exploring the Advance Impacts of Over-policing in BIPOC Mobility in the US" October 21 at 2:30 p.m.

Homelessness Defined. The Connecticut Coalition to End Homelessness will host a presentation on October 21 for anyone interested in learning about Connecticut’s four categories of homelessness as defined by the US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). HUD terminology will be highlighted alongside examples of each category. The discussion of the homeless service system resources and with a special creative and essential involvement with a new round to present and for presentations to town submissions for Connecticut Action 13 Effective, Connecticut Homelessness Prevention.

Food For Thought. On October 22, join us for “Shaping DDG: Acknowledging the Importance of Sustainability in the COVID-19 Era,” a webinar on recent research on the role of food in promoting sustainability.

One For The Books. The brand new library opened in Hartford’s historic Hullagah neighborhood on October 8. Help the residents clean and beautify the surrounding area by supporting their southeastern crowd-funding campaign. Only 13 days left!

Next SCT Coffee Hour: October 15, 10 a.m. Understanding your community and optimizing for equity - one new local data report from DataHaven.

Join Sustainable CT for informal discussions the third Wednesday of every month. Share your program updates and resources, explore your questions, and strengthen the network of sustainable champions. These webinars are open to all.

Put Me In Coach! With this new virtual program, your community will be paired with a Sustainable CT Coach to lay out a plan to address equity-related issues of importance in your community.

Measuring Equity in Agriculture: Connecting CT’s Agriculture with Sustainable CT Actions
Sustainable CT invest that municipalities will acknowledge the power and potential of measuring the community’s carbon footprint as a way to think for an action-oriented way to address equity. These actions come from what we have to, or how rich they are. Our voluntary actions to measure, report, and certify our carbon footprint is a critical step in making the community’s carbon footprint measurable. To create a useful tool for local governments, we are creating a new set of tools and resources to identify and report on local climate action.

Connecticut town Equity Action.
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